
AIR POLLUTION VOCABULARY

1 acid rain a the number and variety of plant and animal species that exist in a particular environmental area. 2
biodegradable b a long period.

The main one is that individual words can have many different senses meanings , so when you search for a
word like mean, the engine doesn't know which definition you're referring to "bullies are mean" vs. When the
air cannot rise, pollution at the surface also is trapped and can accumulate, leading to higher concentrations of
ozone and particle pollution. The AQI focuses on health effects that may be experienced within a few hours or
days after breathing polluted air. Contact Us to ask a question, provide feedback, or report a problem.
According to the UN, 3. This will encourage people to take public transport especially if the charge is used to
subsidize subways, buses or trams. Inversion - An atmospheric condition where a layer of cooler air is trapped
near the ground by a layer of warmer air above. It is also searchable, so you can quickly find what you're
looking for. It is an acronym for "high-efficiency particulate air [filter]" as officially defined by the U.
Government Solutions The Paris Agreement was ratified on November 4, , among nations as a larger effort to
limit the emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. Long term exposure to air pollution can
increase the risk of asthma, heart disease and potentially even dementia. Coarse particles also known as PM It
inclides lists of new songs from all major genres from hip-hop to classical and everything in between. Around
3 billion people cook using polluting open fires or simple stoves fuelled by kerosene, biomass wood, animal
dung and crop waste and coal. Reduce your carbon footprint by considering the amount of carbon dioxide you
put into the atmosphere. Solutions to Air Pollution Personal Solutions Travel by foot, bicycle or train which
are more environmentally friendly. This type of air filter can theoretically remove at least  Fine particles also
known as PM2. Governments should create higher taxes on petrol, so that individuals and companies will have
greater incentives to conserve energy and pollute less. PM and Your Patients' Health. In other words, it turns
sentences or phrases into words. Special thanks to the contributors of the open-source code that was used to
bring you this list of term themed words: Planeshifter , HubSpot , Concept Net , WordNet , and mongodb.


